Who Sends the Email? Using Electronic Surveys in Violence Research
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Introduction: Students aged 16–24 years are at greatest risk for interpersonal violence and the resulting short and long-term health consequences. Electronic survey methodology is well suited for research related to interpersonal violence. Yet methodological questions remain about best practices in using electronic surveys. While researchers often indicate that potential participants receive multiple emails as reminders to complete the survey, little mention is made of the sender of the recruitment email. The purpose of this analysis is to describe the response rates from three violence-focused research studies when the recruitment emails are sent from a campus office, researcher or survey sampling firm.

Methods: Three violence-focused studies were conducted about interpersonal violence among college students in the United States. Seven universities and a survey sampling firm were used to recruit potential participants to complete an electronic survey. The sender of the recruitment emails varied within and across each of the studies depending on institutional review boards and university protocols.

Results: An overall response rate of 30% was noted for the 3 studies. Universities in which researcher-initiated recruitment emails were used had higher response rates compared to universities where campus officials sent the recruitment emails. Researchers found lower response rates to electronic surveys at Historically Black Colleges or Universities and that other methods were needed to improve response rates.

Conclusion: The sender of recruitment emails for electronic surveys may be an important factor in response rates for violence-focused research. For researchers identification of best practices for survey methodology is needed to promote accurate disclosure and increase response rates. [West J Emerg Med. 2013;14(4):363–369.]

INTRODUCTION

Electronic surveys are a widely used method of collecting data from large samples in an efficient and timely manner. They are advantageous in younger, more technology-savvy populations, and for collecting data on sensitive topics in a confidential manner.1,2 Research on topics related to interpersonal violence may be facilitated through the use of electronic surveys and the confidentiality and often anonymity they offer to victims and perpetrators. Much of the existing research compares electronic surveys to telephone or face-to-face surveys, reports response rates, and compares responders to non-responders. Yet methodological questions remain regarding other factors (i.e. the sender and subject line of the email communication) that may influence recruitment and response rates.

Limited research explores methodological questions associated with sample recruitment in electronic surveys. In using electronic surveys, researchers must identify the best
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ways to get potential participants to the survey website and complete the survey. Common strategies include notification via email or postal mail, publicity campaigns, and use of a third-party sampling company with much data on timing of contacts. As public directories are not available for email addresses, access to email addresses and listservs presents challenges to researchers. Furthermore, based on the sender and subject line, potential participants will make a choice about whether or not to open the email and then in turn respond to the survey. A key consideration involves the sender of the email, which could be a university office, the researcher, or a survey sampling firm. The purpose of this research was to describe the response rates for violence-focused studies using survey methodology. The primary aim was to examine differences in response rates when the electronic survey comes from a campus office, a researcher, or a survey sampling firm. A secondary aim was to explore response rates for electronic and paper survey administration at predominantly minority institutions.

BACKGROUND

Electronic surveys use computers and web-based technology for subjects to participate in research. Electronic surveys have become an increasingly popular method of research as evidenced by the growing literature focused on electronic survey methods. Both on-line capability and equipment available to participants have continued to rise and allow for greater access to electronic surveys. Electronic surveys have been used by researchers in a variety of fields, including health, policy research, and education. In particular, electronic survey methods have been well suited for studying sensitive behaviors, including interpersonal violence, especially among college students.

Benefits and Challenges of Electronic Surveys

Benefits to electronic surveys have been documented and include lower financial resources, shorter response time, researcher control of sample, and efficiency in data entry. Despite these benefits, internet access and response rates issues are documented challenges of electronic surveys. Comparisons reveal that the response rates to electronic surveys can be 11–20% less than those of other survey methods. In contrast, response rates do not vary significantly between electronic and mail surveys in most college student samples. College students are an ideal population for electronic surveys as they are a homogenous group that can be targeted within a known population, allowing for comparison of respondents and the target population on key demographic variables. Previous research using electronic surveys on alcohol use and violence with college students suggests that an acceptable return rate for electronic surveys of 30–35%, with studies reporting response rates between 2% and 35%.

Factors related to how participants were contacted and recruited could account for the differences in response rate. While researchers often indicate that participants received multiple reminders to complete the survey, little mention is made of who initiates the contact with potential participants.

College students are affected by the higher rates of interpersonal violence seen among adolescents. Interpersonal violence is often unreported to campus officials and associated with health, social, academic, and lifestyle consequences, which makes the issue a priority area for research investigation. Several studies on violence have used electronic surveys. In studies on stalking, key differences are seen in response rates. Reyns et al report that after receiving an email sent from the university registrar’s office, 13.1% of potential participants completed the survey, while Buhi et al report a 35% response rate with no mention of the sender of the recruitment email. Amar et al describe an email sent by the teacher’s assistant with no mention of response rate. Finally, in a study on dating violence, Harned contacted students using a mailed invitation to participate in an electronic survey and got a response rate of 38%. In examining this group of studies, the lowest response rate was found when the communication was from someone outside of the study and in a central university role. For scientists focused on violence research, identification of best practices for survey recruitment is needed to increase response rates and improve the quality of the data.

Recruitment Strategies

Methods of contacting potential participants in the research literature include mail recruitment and use of a survey sampling firm. Mail recruitment includes postal mail and email, with a substantial body of research documenting effective practices for postal mail recruitment strategies. Less research has examined email recruitment, which is often a mass email sent by either a campus office or the researcher. Email methods of recruitment provide a mechanism to contact eligible participants directly to invite them to participate in the research. The findings on electronic survey response rates vary in the existing violence literature with college students and suggest that the sender of the recruitment may be an important factor.

A survey sampling firm can also be used to recruit participants. These companies maintain lists of email addresses of individuals who agree to receive survey invitations. Ramo et al reported a firm’s list as an effective way to target eligible participants. An advantage is the ability to obtain lists of participants who clearly meet the sample inclusion criteria and who have agreed to complete surveys sent by the firm. Because recipients have theoretically agreed to receive email solicitations from the company, they should be more likely to open the email compared to individuals receiving emails from other databases. Disadvantages include that often the company is paid a fee to distribute the link, for each completed survey or the individuals are paid for completing responses, which can influence the quality of the responses and the costs of the research. There is also the potential for subject burnout if they receive too frequent survey requests. Surveys sponsored by
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Although college students are more likely to respond to electronic surveys compared to the general public, with younger, higher educated, and technologically-aware students having the best response rates, these findings are not consistent for all college students. Students who are African American or Hispanic are less likely to respond than those who are white or Asian Americans. Krebs et al. conducted 2 large-scale web-based studies on sexual violence involving four Historically Black Colleges or Universities (HBCUs). Their response rates at HBCUs ranged from 15–32% with an average rate of 25%. However, in a similar study conducted at 2 large public majority universities the response rate was 42%. While neither study discusses the methods used to recruit participants, nor who made the contact with potential participants, the results suggest racial differences exist in electronic survey participation. It is important to examine these differences to determine best practices for recruitment of diverse participants in electronic survey research.

Electronic surveys are an important methodology for collecting data on sensitive topics, such as violence victimization and perpetration. Particularly for young, white, educated, technologically aware students, electronic surveys may be the best methodology to ensure an adequate sample for analysis and representation. While evidence is growing on best practices, methodological questions remain. The literature is lacking on best practices for sending email communication to potential subjects regarding research participation. This research attempts to address the gap in the literature by describing response rates of 3 violence-focused studies in which the sender of the recruitment email varied.

Purpose

The purpose of this analysis is to describe the response rates from 3 violence-focused research studies when recruitment emails are sent from the researcher, a campus office, or a survey sampling firm. A secondary aim was to explore differences in electronic and paper survey administration at predominantly minority institutions.

METHODS

Study 1: Fall 2009. Study 1 used a survey to conduct a study examining female college students’ attitudes and beliefs associated with reporting of interpersonal violence. Data collection occurred at 5 university settings (Table 1). University 1 is a large private university in the northeast with just under 10,000 undergraduates, of which 24% are minority. University 2 is a private historically black university in the south with 3,000 undergraduate students. Eighty percent of the students are Black/African American students at University 2. University 3 is a medium-sized private college located in the Midwestern with an undergraduate enrollment of about 4,000 students, of which 27% are students of color. University 4 and 5 are located in the south. University 4 is a small, private secular historically black university, and University 5 is a public university with 5,000 undergraduate students and 19% diversity.

Initially, both recruitment and data collection were to be electronic at all 5 universities and all potential participants were contacted by email for study recruitment. Participants at Universities 1 and 3 received an email from the researcher’s email address. At Universities 2, 4, and 5, a campus office sent the emails to the participants. Each participant received an email introducing the study, one containing the link to the electronic survey, and 2 additional reminders to complete the survey/thank you for participating emails. To increase participation, respondents had the opportunity to enter a lottery to receive gift cards after completing the survey. Qualtrics, a secure web site, was the web-based program used. After limited success at the 2 HBCUs, Universities 2 and 4, and discussions with campus administrators, the recruitment strategy was adapted. Trained research assistants approached potential participants in campus venues at University 2 and 4 to complete pencil and paper surveys.

Study 2: Fall 2010. Study 2 was designed to use a self-administered survey to conduct a study examining perpetration and victimization among male and female college students. Data for Study 2 was collected from 3 different universities (Table 1). University 1 and University 6 are both located in the northeast; University 1 a private university, with almost 10,000 undergraduate (14,600 with both undergraduate and graduate) students and University 6 a public university with 11,000 undergraduate students and 3,000 graduate students, 38% of whom are minority. University 7, located in the southeast is a public historically black university with 5,000 undergraduate students. As was noted in Study 1, institutional constraints were in a factor in Study 2 as well. Trained research assistants approached potential participants at University 7. The dean of students at University 1 provided researchers with a representative random sample of students’ email addresses and emails were sent to potential participants by the researcher. At University 6, the Office of Student Affairs sent emails to a random sample of potential participants. The emails sent from both University 1 and 6 included a description of the study and a URL link to the electronic survey where participants could complete and submit the survey. Following principles outlined by Dillman, participants were to receive an introductory email and reminders as described in Study 1.

Study 3: Fall 2012. Study 3 was designed to use an electronic survey method to describe violent and coercive sexual behaviors among a national sample of college men and women. In order to obtain a national sample of college students, a
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Table 1. Universities by characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Number of undergraduate students</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>% Minority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University 1</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 2</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Private HBUC</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 3</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 4</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Private HBUC</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 5</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 6</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 7</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>Public HBUC</td>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HBUC, Historically Black University or College

national marketing firm that targets youth for both marketing and research purposes was selected. We selected a firm that reported a national database of over a million youth and could provide gender and racial/ethnic diversity to the sample. The firm we contracted with was the same firm used in the Sexual Victimization of College Women study.20 The firm was paid to provide email notification regarding the research study to 4,500 college students. The researchers paid a fee to the firm to send the emails (spam free), and additional fees were paid to ensure adequate representations of gender, race/ethnicity, and age. As in our other studies, the firm sent 4 separate emails. The only difference in methods was that the emails came from the survey sampling firm. The first email notified participants about the upcoming email survey and the other emails were reminders to complete the survey. A link to the survey was included in 3 of the emails. No fees were charged for each completed survey nor were participants paid for their responses. For consistency purposes, the same email subject line (Subject) was used in all three studies.

Measures

All three studies measured victimization, perpetration, or both victimization and perpetration of interpersonal violence using reliable and valid instruments. Study 1 used measures of Theory of Planned Behavior,26,27 the Partner Abuse Scale,28,29 and the Abuse Assessment Screen.30 Items related to stalking were also measured in Study 1. Study 2 and Study 3 used the Sexual Experiences Survey (SES) Victimization and Perpetration Version31,32 to measure sexual perpetration and/or victimization. Past victimization was measured by the Sexual and Physical Abuse History Questionnaire.33 As in other violence research, sexual victimization/perpetration items were placed at the end of a broader survey focused on general health and relationships. Participants were also asked about demographic information, alcohol behaviors, disordered eating, and history of victimization. For all 3 of the studies, the surveys were pre-tested with 10–15 diverse undergraduate students, checking for flow of the survey and time for completion. For all 3 of the studies discussed in this paper, completion time of the survey was approximately 30–40 minutes.

Human Subjects Protection

The institutional review boards at the participating universities approved each study. Due to the topic of the studies, researchers and the institutional review boards ensured that efforts for recruitment were appropriate. The consent informed participants that they could decline to answer any question or stop the survey at any time. The online survey had an “Exit Survey” button on each page of the survey. Each participant received information about the risks and benefits, purpose of the study, and confidentiality. A list of resources (national and local) related to violence and trauma was provided to all participants. Per the institutional review boards’ request, if participants exited the online survey before completing, the list of resources was provided. For the study 3 only, national resources were provided but students were also encouraged to contact college health or student services are their specific university/college.

RESULTS

For study 1, 11,640 students were contacted, resulting in 3,565 completed surveys (Tables 2 and 3). The overall response rate for Study 1 was 30.6%. In examining the individual universities, 4,000 students at University 1 were sent a recruitment email from the researcher and the study had a response rate of 42%. University 2 and 4 (HBCUs) used both electronic and pen/paper methods and response rates of 22% and 10%, respectively. Study 2 involved 3 universities with 7,000 students contacted for participation. Of the 7,000 students contacted, 1,970 completed a survey (response rate 28%). At University 1, potential participants (n = 2,500) were contacted by the researcher and 1,100 students completed a survey (response rate of 44%). In contrast, at University 6 potential participants (n = 2,500) were contacted through an email sent by a campus office, and resulted in 439 completed surveys (17%). Finally University 7, HBCUs used only pencil and paper surveys, which had a response rate of 21%. For Study 3, a survey-sampling firm was used for recruitment. The firm sent emails to 4,500 college aged students inviting them to participate in a survey. Of the 4,500 students contacted, 85 “opened” the email with 1 (< 0.01) student completing the survey.

Secondary Aim

In Study 1, electronic recruitment was attempted at Universities, 2 and 4, both HBCUs. The initial emails at both universities were sent from the Dean of Students Office email address. At University 2, email recruitment yielded 79 surveys (4%) as compared to pen and paper recruitment of 358 surveys (18%). At University 4, email recruitment yielded 6 surveys (< 1%) as compared to 10% using pen and paper surveys (n = 80).
Email recruitment consisted of 4 emails over a 2-week period. After discussions with Student Affairs at both campuses, the decision was made to collect pen and paper surveys. In the recruitment process, trained research assistants advised participants to complete only one survey.

In Study 2, in the early meetings, personnel at University 7 advised the research team that electronic surveys were not successful in recruitment for previous studies. Based on the team’s experience, the decision was made to only collect data using pen and paper surveys.

**DISCUSSION**

The findings of this analysis suggest that the sender of the recruitment email for electronic surveys (i.e. the survey invitation) may have a role in response rates. It could influence the recipient’s decision to open the email invitation, as well as their decision to respond by completing the survey. Our findings suggest that the researcher-initiated recruitment email is a more successful method of recruiting participants than a recruitment email sent by campus officials (Table 3). The higher rate for researcher-initiated recruitment emails is consistent with the limited research available in this area. In our analysis, recruitment emails sent by a campus office had lower response rates. This is consistent with previous research. However, most research studies using electronic surveys provide no mention of the sender of the emails.

Several factors could account for the differences in response rates. Email is a fast-growing form of communication meaning that people receive large numbers of messages daily. Decisions are made based on priority assigned to an email. Often for college students, campus offices such as Deans of Students and Academic Divisions send out multiple emails on a wide range of topics that may or may not pertain to most students. This could suggest that students could become less sensitive and may not open all emails received from these individuals or offices. For students who do open these emails, the perceived threat to confidentiality could be a factor. The text of the message was from the researcher but the return address was from an administrative office. Having a campus official associated with the study could produce concern about the potential sharing of findings, despite information to the contrary in the email describing the study.

On the other hand, an email from an unknown or unrecognized sender may pique the curiosity of the recipient to open it. An email sent from an individual on the same campus may also bring a sense of closeness and not feel like an email sent by an outsider. Further, the name of the individual may be recognizable to students and could also prompt students to open the email and respond to the survey. The threats to confidentiality may not be associated with an email from, or study participation with a researcher on the campus. For individuals at another university, receiving an email from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Total number of students contacted</th>
<th>Total number of surveys completed</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
<th>Recruitment email (Researcher vs. campus office vs. outside agency)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University 1</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>1713</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 2a</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 3</td>
<td>2840</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 4a</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 5</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>Campus office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Total number of students contacted</th>
<th>Total number of surveys completed</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
<th>Recruitment email (Researcher vs. campus office vs. outside agency)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University 1</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 6</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>Campus office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 7a</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study 3</th>
<th>Total number of students contacted</th>
<th>Total number of surveys completed</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
<th>Recruitment email (Researcher vs. campus office vs. outside agency)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University 1</td>
<td>4500b</td>
<td>1c</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>Outside agencyb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*B due to institutional constraints pencil and paper surveys were done
*A Historically Black University or College (HBUC)
B Researchers used a national marketing email list. The list of e-mail addresses was considered to be spam free.
C Marketing firm reported that 85 emails were “opened”; only 1 electronic survey completed

---

**Table 2.** Response rate of universities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Email sender</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
<th>Total number of students contacted</th>
<th>Total number of surveys completed</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
<th>Recruitment email (Researcher vs. campus office vs. outside agency)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>37, 42, 44</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>1713</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-researcher</td>
<td>14, 17</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>15.5 (2.1)</td>
<td>2840</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside agency</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>Campus office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>Campus office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>Outside agency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
someone at another university with a name@university.edu address may also pique the potential participant’s curiosity; making it more likely they will open the email and then participate in the research. The university email address may connote a level of importance to the request.

Paper surveys at HBCUs had the next highest response rates. This is consistent with findings from a meta-analysis concluding that paper surveys were superior to email surveys.\(^2\)\(^7\) Paper surveys are typically distributed as correspondence from the researcher. For example, the return address of the researcher is on the envelopes or the survey responses are collected in person from a member of the research team. This would not produce confusion about who would receive the data.

Finally, the lowest rates were seen from the use of a survey-sampling firm. While only one attempt was made at using the sampling firm, the results were abysmal. This is not consistent with other research using sampling firms for recruitment. Ramo et al\(^1\), in their study comparing 3 recruitment methods, reported that the survey sampling firm had the highest recruitment compared to the other 2 methods (internet advertisement and Craigslist). However, these researchers did not provide the total number of potential participants contacted by the firm or a response rate. Furthermore, Ramo et al\(^7\) also paid a fee for each completed survey, which does create additional costs. Similar to Study 3, the sender of the email invitation was a survey-sampling firm, which recruits and maintains a list of potential survey respondents. Presumably because potential survey respondents have agreed to be contacted by researchers or marketers, individuals should open emails sent through the firm and complete the survey. This was not the situation in our research, where few participants opened the email invitation and even fewer completed the survey. Possible explanations include that individuals may develop burn out with the survey-sampling firm and the receipt of emails. It is also possible that these mass emails are caught in the spam filters of recipients, although the firm used in Study 3 ensured spam-free email addresses. As only one attempt was made, further research is needed on this method of sample recruitment.

The findings also suggest that pen and paper surveys are a more effective way to complete research at HBCUs rather than with electronic surveys. Our findings were similar to the work of Krebs et al\(^2\)\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^2\)\(^5\) where more robust response rates were associated with pen and paper survey administration than with electronic surveys. A systematic review of factors affecting response rates to web-based surveys found that African Americans were less likely to participate.\(^1\) Reports from the campus administrators at the 3 campuses used in this study reported that the low turnout was because the campus internet servers were not strong and prone to disruptions. Further, while many college-aged individuals have internet access on their phones or other devices, these devices may not remove this barrier. Survey completion on these devices can be more difficult due to the small screen size and differences in browser capabilities on these devices vs. computers. However, African Americans in general have lower participation rates in health research than other racial/ethnic groups, and greater effort must be made to identify a number of options, which improve minority participation in research.\(^3\)\(^4\) More research is needed to elucidate factors that enable higher response rates from African American participants.

**LIMITATIONS**

The findings present a beginning description of differences in response rates to electronic surveys based on who contacts the subjects for study recruitment. The findings are limited by the use of 3 studies at 7 universities from one research team. Due to the smaller number of universities, we were unable to determine the statistical significance of the different response rates. An examination of the methods and response rates shows higher rates with researcher-sent emails and lower rates with institution-sent emails. However, with only 7 observations, we did not have adequate power to conduct any meaningful statistical analysis. The survey sampling firm had the lowest rates. However, with only one observation, we are unable to draw conclusions. The findings do suggest that differences existed depending on how individuals were contacted; however, more research is needed to fully understand the relationship of sender to response rates in electronic surveys. One consistent factor was that the same subject line was used in all 3 studies. Different campus factors could have influenced the response rates. For example, while the public campuses we used all wanted to send the emails to the participants, the two private HBCUs also wanted to send the emails. One public university was in the Northeast and the other was in the Southern U.S. Future research could explore institution-specific variations in response rates to electronic surveys. Given the limited research on this important topic; however, these findings offer some insight into mechanisms for improving response rates to electronic surveys and a rationale for considering paper and pencil surveys in some cases. Research with students can uncover factors that prompt them to participate in research and to open emails regarding research.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, this analysis represents a preliminary step toward understanding the importance of the email sender in electronic survey response rates. Our analysis found that recruitment emails sent by researchers had better response rates as compared to recruitment emails sent from campus officials. Future research is needed to understand the influence of the sender of recruitment emails in electronic surveys. College students are at highest risk for interpersonal violence and the need for quality data is critical. For scientists focused on violence research in this population, identification of best practices for survey methodology will promote accurate disclosure, increase response rates, and ensure data quality.
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